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ABOUT TIPSA S.L.

Tipsa is a Spanish partner focused on Dynamics 365 Business 

Central that aims to help SMB companies to modernize their 

management, communication and collaboration systems with 

Microsoft cloud technologies, such as Dynamics 365 ecosystem, 

Power Platform and Microsoft 365.

WHAT WE OFFER

This app for Dynamics 365 
Business Central has been 
designed for those companies 
that manage alcoholic products 
(wine and intermediate 
alcoholic goods) and must 
submit detailed information 
about excise taxes to the 
Spanish Tax Agencies - Basque 
Country and Navarre included.

This solution is built for 
being deployed as an 
extension (app) for 
Dynamics 365 Business 
Central (both on premise 
and cloud environments).

This solution works 
smoothly with all supported 
devices by Dynamics 365 
Business Central.

You can use this app as a 
standalone or working 
together with other 
extension built in 
Dynamics 365 Business 
Central that you can get 
from AppSource 
Marketplace.

“Tipsa, with its new generation of applications, is among the 
innovators combining the potential of Dynamics 365, 
Microsoft 365 and Power Platform (Power BI, Power 
Automate, and Power Apps) to benefit their customers.”

– Toby Bowers, General Manager, Business Applications Group at 
Microsoft Corp.

LEARN MORE

TIPSA S.L.

www.tipsa.net

comunicacion@tipsa.net

+34 941 202 069

https://www.tipsa.net/
mailto:comunicacion@tipsa.net


Built in Dynamics 365 Business Central

Learn more: www.tipsa.net/appsource

Transform on your terms with Microsoft Business 

Applications. Enable people to do their best work. 

Gain actionable insights. Thrive with solutions 

expressly built for change. Unlock next.

KEY USE CASES
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This app for Dynamics 365 Business Central has been designed for those companies that manage alcoholic 

products (wine and intermediate alcoholic goods) and must submit detailed information about excise taxes 

to the Spanish Tax Agencies - Basque Country and Navarre included.

Its functionality satisfies legal requirements to submit purchases and sales excise taxes; product loses; 

excise taxes inventory and SILICIE.

Wineries and other alcohol-based manufacturers or dealers can use this app to submit to the Spanish Tax 

Agencies detailed information about their product movements regarding purchases, production, 

distribution and sales.

Modern applications that deliver new experiences and 

connect with businesses’ existing systems to allow 

organization to digitally transform their own way.

Connect to information from social networks, mobile devices 

and micro-applications to drive intelligence and inform a 

more effective business process.

Unified data and processes that enables business without 

silos. Centralized data enables disparate groups to work 

together effectively via a single, trusted view of processes, 

relationships, and data.

Data connectors allow thousands of systems to bring their 

data into a single network. 

Intelligence that delivers actionable insight. Data in the new 

world includes social, relationship, and productivity 

information, in addition to insights generated by business 

systems. The right solution requires a unified approach that 

allows companies to automatically leverage their data to 

decide and act in real time with expanded analytics, 

predictive algorithms, and automated artificial intelligence. 

An extensible environment that enables change. The right 

solution establishes a data, communication, and application 

environment that makes it easy to evolve and extend 

existing business operations.

WHY MICROSOFT DYNAMICS 365?


